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Blitzwolf BW-HP6 Wireless Headphones
Modern, mobile, and exceptional sound quality - that's what Blitzwolf BW-HP6 wireless headphones offer. Thanks to their foldable design,
they are the perfect solution for people on the move, providing easy transport  without compromising on performance. With the latest
Bluetooth 5.2 technology, 40mm speakers, advanced noise cancellation (ANC) system, and impressive battery life, these headphones are
an excellent choice.
 
Foldable Design - Mobility and Comfort
The uniqueness of Blitzwolf BW-HP6 headphones begins with their foldable construction, allowing for easy storage and transport. This is
the ideal solution for those who value mobility and want to have their favorite accessories always at hand. The lightweight (only 0.216
kg) and compact dimensions when folded make these headphones a true companion on every journey.
 
Bluetooth 5.2 - Wireless Freedom
The Bluetooth 5.2 technology in BW-HP6 headphones provides stable and fast connection up to 10 meters away. With support for HSP,
HFP, A2DP, and AVRCP profiles, users are guaranteed compatibility with a wide range of devices and smooth audio data transmission. It's
wireless freedom that allows you to enjoy your favorite music or make calls without the constraints of wires.
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Battery Life - Reliability for Hours
BW-HP6 headphones stand out with an impressive battery life,  offering up to 75 hours of  music playback without activating the noise
cancellation function (ANC) and up to 42 hours with ANC enabled. Just 2 hours of charging using the included USB-C cable are enough to
charge the 500mAh battery. This battery performance ensures uninterrupted musical experiences for many days.
 
Noise Cancellation (ANC) - Clear Sound in Any Environment
The active noise cancellation system up to -22dB maximum allows you to focus on music without disturbances from the surroundings.
Whether you're in a noisy urban environment, in the office, or on the go, ANC technology ensures crystal-clear sound, allowing for full
immersion in the world of sounds.
 
Gaming Mode - Advantage in Every Game
Gaming mode is  a  feature that  will  satisfy  even the most  demanding gamers.  Minimized audio transmission delays ensure that  every
sound  in  the  game  is  synchronized  with  the  action  on  the  screen,  providing  an  advantage  over  opponents  and  richer  gaming
experiences.  Combined  with  the  high-quality  BW-HP6  microphone,  they  become  not  only  a  tool  for  listening  to  music  but  also  an
indispensable equipment for gamers.
 
Headphones x 1 
USB-C Cable x 1 
Instruction Manual x 1
 
BrandBlitzWolfModelBW-HP6ColorBlackBluetooth  ConnectivityYes,  version  5.2Operating  Range10mSupported
ProfilesHSP/HFP/A2DP/AVRCPAudio  Decoding  SupportAAC,  SBCFrequency  Response2.4  GHz  ~  2.4835  GHzBattery  Capacity500mAhTalk
Time70hBattery  Life75h  (ANC  off),  42h  (ANC  on)Charging  Time2hCharging  PortUSB-CANCYes,  -22dB  maxSpeaker  Size40mmSpeaker
Diameter40mmGaming ModeYesMicrophoneYesVolume ControlYes3.5mm JackNoWeight0.216kg

Preço:

€ 28.50
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